
WHEN DOVES TRY 

 

Outside my window each morning, in the under-corner of the southern deck, a pair of spotted 

doves builds a nest. 

Sisyphus rolled his boulder up the mountain with similar grit and intent. The doves 

arrive around eight o’clock – where have these warriors spent the night? – and scout the garden 

for twigs and dead stems, plentiful at the tail-end of a wind-blown summer. Suitable building 

materials are flown to the site, a very narrow ledge atop an equally narrow post. After several 

pieces have been successfully lodged, one dove – George, I think he must be called – remains 

on-site whilst the second dove – yes, Mildred – continues to search the confines of my yard 

like a tradie bargain-hunting in Bunnings. 

This process continues throughout the morning. By lunchtime, George and Mildred are 

able to enjoy some cramped us-time in their wispy new abode. I think of myself and my wife 

wandering through the beams and trusses of our half-built home as we tried to envisage the 

size and appearance of each room. Hardly salubrious but it was ours. 

One p.m., half-past and the late February winds are kickers; gusty, sporadic, made of 

sudden sneezes and snarls, window-rattlers. George and Mildred’s nest is precariously placed. 

Soon enough it begins to shred, despite their attempts to clutch onto a wall and the bathroom. 

Other birds sense their discomfort and it’s avian Schadenfreude as they swoop in to harass; at 

first a buzz-pack of noisy miners and butcherbirds then a trio of mournful crows appear like 

the village undertakers after a death, crying, “Faaark, faaark, what’s happened here?” 

Under pressure the doves flap their grey little beer-bellies down to earth, shelter from 

the chattering pack and look on, nonplussed, as their home disintegrates. 

Mid-afternoon they’re gone to – wherever. In the morning they’ll be back to restart the 

process. A few hours later and George and Mildred will again be homeless. And tomorrow, 

and tomorrow … why do they do it? Why not just admit defeat, call it a day and scuttle off to 

the dove retirement village? 

Might it be that the attempt is more worthy, even more satisfying than the result? And 

in this respect, might those funny little birds be like us? 

 Humans are hard-wired into anti-climax. We yearn so passionately, with such idealistic 

abandon, that the arriving reality cannot possibly sate our expectations. Exhibit A; I remember 

the night we celebrated the publication of my first novel. We threw a monster-party; endless 

champagne, loud music and stacks-on in the pool – and when it was all over, when the last 

moth had slurred and departed, I collapsed in a blubbering, self-pitying pile of muck. It was all 

too much; to have that intense desire finally fulfilled was overwhelming. The effort was over 

… what now? 

Camus was right; Sisyphus actually reaching the top of the mountain would have been 

hollow. In ultimate terms, the end must remain in question so that the struggle can matter – for 

there is much more struggle in any life than there is achievement. So, all power to those who 

light and relight their hopes. All power to my dear, dumb doves. 


